
They’re Going to Get Us All Killed: Biden Regime Helped Ukraine Sink Russian
Ship the Moskva – Then Leaked it to Warmongers in Liberal Media (VIDEO)

Description

The Russian Moskva before it was sunk in April.

The Biden regime is going to get us all killed.

US intelligence, under the direction of Joe Biden’s handlers, helped Ukraine sink the Russian flagship,
the Moskva, in the Black Sea .

Then they leaked the news to The New York Times and NBC News who gladly reported the news.

NBC News reported on the US intelligence behind the sinking of the Moskva.

Mediaite reported:

On April 11, the Ukrainian forces landed two missile strikes on the cruiser Moskva, the
flagship of Russia’s Black Sea fleet. It sank shortly thereafter.

NBC and the Times both reported Ukraine could not have struck the ship without the help of
U.S. intelligence.

The Times reported,

The targeting help, which contributed to the eventual sinking of the flagship, the
Moskva, is part of a continuing classified effort by the Biden administration to
provide real-time battlefield intelligence to Ukraine. That intelligence also
includes sharing anticipated Russian troop movements, gleaned from a recent
American assessment of Moscow’s battle plan for the fighting in the Donbas
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/these-lunatics-want-wwiii-nbc-new-york-times-ripped-for-reporting-u-s-intel-helped-sink-russian-ship/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/05/us/politics/moskva-russia-ship-ukraine-us.html?smid=tw-nytimes&smtyp=cur


region of eastern Ukraine, the officials said.

The administration has sought to keep much of the battlefield and maritime
intelligence it is sharing with the Ukrainians secret out of fear it will be seen as
an escalation and provoke President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia into a wider war.

These people are itching for a war with Russia. They just might get it.

By Jim Hoft
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